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A few months back, BlueStacks made its way onto Amazon’s top sellers list. You probably have seen its ads in the app store. BlueStacks is the most used Android emulator. Their PC versions are more than a competitor. BlueStacks 4
App Player is a result of such hard work and dedication that this emulation software have been used for testing and playing apps on Windows 10. They have also released a beta version of BlueStacks for a real-time desktop
performance improvement. As you can see, it is fast, stable, and smooth. You can also watch our video below to know why the BlueStacks PC is the best Android emulator for gaming: Users will get an Android experience that is similar
to a full-fledged smartphone. The interface and gaming experience are almost identical to smartphones. This implies that they can keep the data that they already have on their smartphone. It is compatible with Android Marshmallow,
Nougat and even Oreo. It is the best Android emulator you can get for your PC. It is as it is called, an all-in-one app player and a gaming hub. It can be downloaded in your browser and just a few minutes later you are ready to start
gaming on your Windows PC. The controls and the major features that come with the Android emulator, like a custom home button and a realtime simulator are pretty similar to Android itself. They are activated by the developer in the
settings option. Emulators like BlueStacks are free to download, so you can experience and test the games by yourself.
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